ElcoMaster Software Application – Professional Inspection Reports in Seconds
Whether you are testing adhesion in the laboratory; gloss on the production line; or thickness,
profile, and cleanliness out on site - taking the measurement is only part of the story.
Only when each individual reading has been recorded, and a comprehensive inspection report
created, can you then provide evidence of the work undertaken.
With even more demands on the amount of testing required, manually creating an inspection
report, keying in individual readings and calculating statistics, adding gauge identification and proof
of calibration, merging data and assigning photographic evidence to each set of measurements, is
not only time consuming but also prone to mistakes - especially when deadlines have been
squeezed. Inspectors have been known to spend up to 30% of their working week producing reports
rather than inspecting.
But it doesn’t have to be this way.
Whether you are working at your desk, or inspecting out on site with your mobile phone,
Elcometer’s free software application ElcoMaster, allows you to produce comprehensive inspection
reports in minutes – wherever you are.
Simply take the readings…
Download them to ElcoMaster…
And generate your report…
…which can be emailed directly to all interested parties. It’s that simple!
ElcoMaster is not only very easy to use, it is also extremely powerful – allowing you to create
standard reports from built-in templates. Or create your own customised reports, combining a
whole range of measurement data; from surface cleanliness to climate conditions, material or
coating thickness to surface profile, adhesion to gloss measurements - all into one inspection
project.
And unlike Wi-Fi connection, Elcometer gauges use Bluetooth, so you can link to more than one
gauge at a time. All this and other critical information can then be included in a single inspection
document, including:








Project and batch labels;
Gauge serial numbers;
Calibration information;
Notes and photographs;
GPS coordinates to map the inspection location;
Collection Templates, or Collects, which allow readings to be collected against an image or
drawing, indicating where to measure;
You can even add your own company logo.

Your data is also secure. You can store it on your own FTP server, or to a Dropbox or cloud account,
where you can access it on any PC, or Apple or Android mobile device, anywhere in the world.
With ElcoMaster your office is now wherever you are.
This video is one of a series of tutorials on ElcoMaster.

You can click the pop-out in the top right to go to the next video in the series, or select one of the
icons at the end of the video to view our Playlists and visit Elcometer.com. If you are a user who’s
unable to see the pop-outs and icons, visit the website on-screen to view the full Elcometer video
library.
And don’t forget to Subscribe to the Elcometer Channel, to be notified of any new videos.

